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ISSUES THIS QUARTER

1. Traffic and Public Safety

2. Tourism and Local Culture

3.  Healthcare

4. The Environment
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Top Concerns of Community

1. Traffic and Public Safety 
a) The growth of Jacksonville and the transportation infrastructure to support a 

growing community.  
b) The increased use of Red light cameras and how they impact the safety of 

drivers/pedestrians at intersections with red light cameras.
c) Are red light cameras a safety device or another tool to generate revenue for 

the city/county/state?  

2. Tourism and Local Culture 
a) How important is tourism to our local economy in Jacksonville
b) Employment opportunities in the tourism industry locally
c) Highlight of local attractions and organizations who support the tourism 

infrastructure in Metro Jacksonville
d) Regulatory issues/bills etc. that impacts tourism or local culture

3.  Healthcare
a) Steps needed to protect individuals and families in the event of an outbreak 

like the Ebola virus we’ve seen in Sub-Saharan Africa.  
b) How to protect against the common flu and for stronger strains of the flu 

we’ve seen in the past few years.  
c) The controversial HPV vaccination for teenage girls and boys.

4. The Environment
a) The impact on the environment with population growth
b) Local energy policies and how elected official are upholding and/or 

advocating for environmental protection locally.
c) Education of the public on the need for conservation efforts to protect our 

water supply (Rivers, streams, ocean etc.)  

Program Schedule



“First Coast Forum”
Sunday 6:00 am

WHJX in partnership with WOKV-AM develops a weekly public affairs program “First Coast Forum” to 

address issues of significant importance for the residents of Jacksonville, Florida; and the metropolitan area. 

This weekly thirty-minute public affairs show airs on WHJX Sundays from 6:00 am – 6:30 am

“HOT TOPICS”
Sunday 6:30 am

WHJX airs a weekly program “HOT TOPICS” to address issues of significant importance for the residents of 

Jacksonville, Florida; and the metropolitan area. This weekly thirty-minute public affairs show airs on Sunday 

from 6:30 am – 7:00 am

Traffic and Public Safety
Action News Sunday
Airdate: 10/5/14
Topics: local crime
Guests: Angela Corey, Mark O’Mara, Dale Carson
Duration: 20:16

Angela Corey talks about what convinced jurors to convict in the 2nd Michael Dunn trial. She talks about how 
medical examiner Dr. Stacy Simons was an amazing witness. Angela says anytime some deliberately pulls out a 
gun and fires 10 shots into a car full of people is premeditated with specific intent. 



Mark O’Mara thinks a 1st degree murder conviction came down because the jury did not believe the self-
defense aspect of the case and Michael Dunn came across arrogant and unrepentant. Mark says the prosecutors 
put on a good case in this trial. He says race was not presented to the jury as a ‘racial event’ but he says you 
cannot look at a criminal case where a white person kills a black kid and say race doesn’t infiltrate somehow.  
Dale Carson says the 1st Michael Dunn trial was very drawn out and the 2nd trial was much more fast-faced and 
was a quick murder trial only taking 4 days to complete.

Ascertainments show the residents of this city are very concerned with the prevalence of local crime. Also, the 
Michael Dunn trial was a very high-profile murder trial.

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, October 12th

Topic:  domestic violence
Guest: Ellen Siler
Duration:  22 minutes

This week's HOT Topics focuses on domestic violence and the services offered by Hubbard House.   Julie 
Morgan is joined by Ellen Siler the CEO of Hubbard House. Siler says Hubbard House helps abuse victims in 
Duval and Baker counties and they help more than 5,000 people a year. They offer services to men, women and 
children. She says most domestic abuse victims are women but it's more difficult for a man to report. 

In the second half of HOT Topics Julie continues her conversation with Siler. She discusses local and national 
statistics.  She also shares a couple of stories about women who have been help thru Hubbard House. One story 
is about a woman in her 60's that had been abused by her husband for years and didn't know any other way of 
living. She was able to get away from her abuser.

Action News Sunday
Airdate: 10/19/14
Topics: JSO, Red light Cameras, Ebola, and Michael Dunn/
Guests: Sheriff John Rutherford, Roxy Tyler, A Columnist from Folio Weekly  
Duration: 20:13

Should JSO have to cover the cost for having to protect the mayor?  Sheriff John Rutherford discusses how to 
use technology to capture the attention of drivers.  He talks about how some drivers drive carelessly around 
school buses.  Will there be red light cameras in Jacksonville soon? Digging into why the nurses in Dallas got 
Ebola while the ones in Atlanta did not. Closure after Michael Dunn. 

First Coast Forum
Air Date:   October 26, 2014
Subject:  Traffic and Public Safety
Guest:  Laurie Sanderson 
Time:    18 min.  46 seconds

Our guest on First Coast Forum today is Laurie Sanderson who represents the Florida Department of 
Transportation in a public affairs capacity through Atkins Global.  There are several dozen major project taking 
place in and around Northeast Florida.  Projects along the I-95 corridor spanning northern St. Johns County into 
Downtown Jacksonville is of major significance.  Improvements to I-95 in NE Florida will greatly increase 
traffic capacity while improving safety along the interstate.  The FDOT has long range over-land transportation 
plans in anticipation of the population growth in NE Florida.   Additionally, the FDOT  has a system of 
roadway, overpass and bridge maintenance projects across the state.  Besides the maintenance of hardball 
surfaces, the FDOT also maintains a significant amount of vegetation along our roadways to include trees



HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, November 9th

Topic:  JTA bus changes
Guest:  Nathaniel Ford
Duration: 28 minutes

This week's edition of HOT Topics is focused on the Route Optimization Initiative at the Jacksonville 
Transportation Authority.  Julie Morgan is joined by JTA CEO Nathaniel Ford.  Ford says ROI offers riders 
choices. He says the service will be quicker, with expanded hours and  more frequency.  Ford says it means 
better accessibility to different jobs and medical care.  Shen asked why such a robust change was necessary he 
said it's because their customers deserve more and they deserve better. 

In the second half of HOT Topics the ROI conversation continues.  Ford talks about a smartphone app that will 
give real-time passenger information.  He says operators and other JTA employees are being trained for these 
changes and their training has been a "massive" undertaking.  Outreach Specialists are in the community now 
helping people understand the changes that will take place December 1, 2014.  Ford says the new schedules are 
available now. 

Tourism and Local Culture

First Coast Forum
Host: Jeremy Gold
Airdate: 10/12/2014
Topic: Tourism and Local Culture
Guest: Paul D. Astleford
Duration: 30 MIN

Paul D. Astleford-- President and CEO of Visit Jacksonville Dot Com was the guest on the show and we 
discussed a multitude of things regarding the culture of Jacksonville, and how to grow and improve on a yearly 
basis. Paul’s biggest push for 2015 is the recruitment of different organizations to bring their conferences to 
Jacksonville, being that it’s a huge money maker for the city. 

Action News Sunday
Airdate: 10/26/14
Topics: FSU & Jacksonville’s pension problem.  



Guests: Senator John Thrasher and City Councilman Clay Yarborough; Kevin Rafuse and Dan Skamin 
Duration: 20:09

Senator John Thrasher is now the president of FSU and discusses his plans for the college. He also talks about 
why he is leaving legislature and why he won’t withdraw from running. Clay Yarborough talks about the mayor 
is dealing with the pension reform and how they can find a long-term solution.  

Action News Sunday
Airdate: 11/02/14
Topics: Amendment II, Elections, and Jacksonville’s Urban League
Guests: Marc Morial  and John Bachman
Duration: 20:15

When young voters go to the polls, politicians notice. Is there a way to push younger people to the polls? Marc 
Morial talks Rick Scott and Charlie Crist.  Marc Morial discusses issues related to Trayvon Martin, Jordan 
Davis, and Ferguson. Communities need to invest in their young people with programs, summer camps, and 
jobs. John Bachman investigates medical marijuana and how easy it could be to obtain it.  

Action News Sunday
Airdate: 11/16/14
Topics: Sex trade, legal loopholes, and jobs in Jacksonville  
Guests:   Kristen Keen, Daniel Davis
Duration: 20:12

Lorena Inclan takes a closer look into survivors from the sex trade.  Lorena and Kristen discusses what can raise 
awareness for those effected by the aftermath of sex trades. Catherine Varnum sits with Daniel Davis after 
coming back from London on whether or not we will see more jobs coming to Jacksonville.   Information about 
inmates Michael Dunn and Jarrod Harrell such as location cannot be found due to a statue that protects them.

Action News Sunday
Airdate: 11/30/14
Topics: Jacksonville’s bus system, Ferguson
Guests:   Nathaniel Ford CEO of JTA & Dale Carson – Law and Safety Expert
Duration: 20:10

There are big changes coming to Jacksonville’s transportation system.  There will be an increase in the 
frequency of services and relocated routes to help customers get to where they need to be faster.  
What can Jacksonville take away from the unrest in Ferguson? Ways the law enforcement can stop targeting 
pedestrians and possibly creating conflict. Racial issues among law enforcement and where to begin to sort out 
problems with minorities. JSO has to be transparent in order to not have a repeat of Ferguson.
Penney Farms also known as the most generous zip code in Florida. A retirement community that loves to get 
back. 

First Coast Forum
Host: Nicole Hurtado
Airdate:  Sunday December 7, 2014
Topic: Tourism and Local Culture
Guest: Patty Jimenez 
Duration: 23 minutes 

Our host speaks with Patty Jimenez the communication specialist of Visit Jacksonville. Ms. Jimenez informs 
the listeners on what exactly Visit Jacksonville is and how they help spread the news about what’s going on in 



Jacksonville. Their goal is to bring visitors into to the city so they can check out all the wonderful attractions we 
have to offer here. By doing so it helps bring in more people to boost our local businesses. She also explained 
how Visit Jacksonville is a part of the city’s budget and they have 20 employees along with multiple volunteers 
that help all around Jax at tourist stands. Another topic she addressed were some of the fun events going on in 
Jacksonville all of December, and how locals can check them out. Ms. Jimenez also talked about some of the 
new attractions, locations, and restaurants opening up in Jacksonville this coming year. 

Action News Sunday
Airdate: 12/14/14
Topics: Elections & Blight 
Guests:   Reggie Fullwood ,Johnny Gaffney, and E. Denise Lee
Duration: 20:24

Fullwood is excited about running even though he is no longer unopposed due to paperwork issues. He wants to 
voters to give him another great term with them. He’s working on education funding, jobs, fixing 
neighborhoods, and addressing crime. 
Gaffney’s reason behind running is his compassion for the community. His number one priority is jobs.  His 
second is education and third is crime. He promises accountability and commitment.  
E. Denise Lee tackles blight issues in Jacksonville.  Lee says city council and administration is looking for ways 
to help clean up the city with new legislature. 

Action News Sunday
Airdate: 12/28/14
Topics: Student debt, Jacksonville police and fire pension fund 
Guests:   FSCJ president – Cynthia Bioteau and Janet Atkins – law maker
Duration: 20:00

FSCJ invited 86 community leaders to hear FSCJ’s mission and if it is relevant to them. FSCJ focuses on  
making their graduates more work ready, providing more internships is an example. It is a process to make 
FSCJ more efficient,   accountable, and transparent. FSCJ has also repaid 3.4 million dollars with no charge to 
their students.  Bioteau discusses the challenges that come along with the 10k degree. 
 John Bachman sits with Janet about the pension fund that Janet refers to as a “ticking time bomb.”  It’s not just 
a Jacksonville issue, but also a state issue.  The goal is to stabilize this pension fund. There is no easy solution, 
but it will determine the future of Jacksonville.  



Healthcare
HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, October 19th

Topic:  Food for the hungry, Influenza
Guest:  Bruce Ganger, Dr. Pauline Rolle
Duration:  22 minutes

This week's first half of HOT Topics focuses on hunger in our community. The Florida Department of Health in 
Duval County along with its partners including Feeding Northeast Florida is hosting Food Day in Hemming 
Plaza on October 24th. Host, Julie Morgan is joined by Bruce Ganger with Feeding Northeast Florida. He talks 
about startling statistics including the fact that so many people who go without food are people who have 
income coming in. Ganger says its just not enough to stretch paycheck to paycheck. 

In the second half of HOT Topics Julie is joined by Dr. Pauline Rolle. Rolle is the Medical Director of  The 
Florida Department of Health in Duval County and she's a Pediatrician.  The focus in this half is influenza or 
the flu. Rolle explains what flu is, symptoms and ways to prevent getting the disease.  She says flu is deadly and 
recommends getting vaccinated. Even though she gives this recommendation she says you should consult your 
doctor about treatment.  

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, November 2nd

Topic:  Breast Cancer
Guests:  Dr. Sarah McLaughlin and Dr. Saranya Chumsri
Duration:  27 minutes



This week's edition of HOT Topics is about breast cancer awareness. Julie Morgan is joined by Dr Sarah 
McLaughlin, a surgeon and Dr Saranya Chumsri a medical oncologist. Both doctors are with Mayo Clinic.  Dr. 
McLaughlin talks about the fact that this isn't just a woman's disease but says women are more likely to get 
breast cancer.  She says the age women are advised to start self-breast examinations is a controversial topic but 
it should be before they start getting mammograms. She says a mammogram is the only proven test to reduce 
the likelihood of mortality. Other tests can be done but it depends on each case.

In the second half of HOT Topics Dr. Chumsri talks about medications and targeted therapy used to treat breast 
cancer.  She also says women don't realize HRT or Hormone Replacement Therapy can increase their chance of 
getting breast cancer.  Dr. Chumsri also mentions lifestyle changes like diet and exercise as ways to prevent 
getting the disease. 

First Coast Forum
Host: Jeremy Gold
Airdate: 11/23/2014
Topic: Healthcare
Guest: Tony Penna
Duration: 30 MIN

The guest for this show was Tony Penna, who is the regional organizing lead for Enroll America in North 
Florida. Tony recapped the stats of locals with and without health insurance in 2014 and how folks without 
could obtain it. Tony also went over the importance of Obamacare and how many Americans had signed up for 
it. Tony and his team even organized a health insurance drive at The Regency Mall, signing up Jacksonville 
residents who were without. 

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, December 14
Topic:  Natural/Organic foods, haircare, skincare
Guest:  Sylvia Walker, RN
Duration: 27 minutes

HOT Topics host Julie Morgan is joined by Sylvia Walker.  Walker has been a Registered Nurse for nearly 20 
years.  In the first half of the show she talks the difference between conventional and organic foods.  Walker 
says we should read labels and understand what we’re putting into our bodies.  She says if the ingredients are 
too difficult to say and you don’t recognize them it’s probably not a good idea to eat. 
In the second half of HOT Topics Walker talks about haircare and skincare.  Walker says we should stay away 
from products that change the composition of our natural hair including relaxers.  She also says anything we put 
on our body eventually gets into our bloodstream.  Walker says we should look for products that don’t contain 
sodium.  She says look for products that contain shea butter, tea tree and lemongrass among other things.



The Environment
First Coast Forum
Host: Nicole Hurtado
Airdate:  Sunday November 9th, 2014
Topic: Environment 
Guest:  Shannon Blankenship 
Duration: 30 minutes 

Our host speaks with Shannon Blankenship the Outreach Director of the St. Johns Riverkeeper. Ms. 
Blankenship informs the listeners about what the St. Johns Riverkeepr is and the importance of it. She explains 
what steps they take to fulfill their mission to clean and protect the St. Johns River. She discusses how they 
engage locals and inform people about issues on the river. She talks about some of the major events and clean 
ups they have going on soon.  Ms. Blankenship also addresses some of the biggest challenges they have  trying 
to maintain the River and what locals can do to help keep it clean. 

Action News Sunday
Airdate: 12/14/14
Topics: Elections & Blight 
Guests:   Reggie Fullwood ,Johnny Gaffney, and E. Denise Lee
Duration: 20:24

Fullwood is excited about running even though he is no longer unopposed due to paperwork issues. He wants to 
voters to give him another great term with them. He’s working on education funding, jobs, fixing 
neighborhoods, and addressing crime. 
Gaffney’s reason behind running is his compassion for the community. His number one priority is jobs.  His 
second is education and third is crime. He promises accountability and commitment.  
E. Denise Lee tackles blight issues in Jacksonville.  Lee says city council and administration is looking for ways 
to help clean up the city with new legislature. 

First Coast Forum
Host: Nicole Hurtado
Airdate:  Sunday December 21, 2014
Topic: Environment 



Guest:  Christi Veleta 
Duration: 27 minutes 

Our host speaks with Christi Veleta a Commissioner of Keep Jacksonville Beautiful.  Mrs. Veleta informs the 
listeners about what Keep Jacksonville Beautiful is and how they provided help for our local environment. She 
informs us that Keep Jacksonville Beautiful is made up of Commissioners who volunteer and help put together 
event to help clean up the city. Keep Jacksonville beautiful provides things like adopt a highway, neighborhood 
clean ups, St. John Riverkeeper clean up, the Earth Day Festival, and many other events that help connect locals 
with the city. She also talked about ways listeners can help out and keep Jacksonville clean too. 

Other

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, October 5th
Topic:  Women’s Business Center
Guests:  Pat Blanchard, Candace Moody, Helga Tan-Fellows
Duration:  22 minutes

In the first half of HOT Topics Julie Morgan is joined by Candace Moody board member of the Jacksonville 
Women's Business Center. Moody has been involved with the WBC since it's inception. She says she always 
thought they would go far even at the beginning. She also outlines the upcoming 10th anniversary celebration of 
the WBC. The celebration will be held October 16 in the auditorium of Episcopal High School.

In the second half of HOT Topics Julie is joined by Helga Tan-Fellows and Pat Blanchard. Tan-Fellows owns 
Gyo Greens. She has been in business for a year and used the services of the WBC. She says she would 
encourage any woman to take advantage of their services. Blanchard is the Director of the WBC. She talks 
about the upcoming events including Stepping Stones Summit IV on October 30.

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, October 26
Topic:  Clara White Mission
Guest:  Ju’Coby Pittman, CEO of Clara White Mission
Duration:  25 minutes

This week's edition of HOT Topics focuses on Clara White Mission. Julie Morgan is joined by Ju'Coby Pittman, 
CEO of Clara White Mission.  Pittman says their goal is to help homeless get back on their feet. Their approach 
is about more than food but also education. The educational programs include Culinary Arts, Janitorial and 
Construction.  Pittman says they feed up to 400 people 7 days a week through their feeding program which is 
the "heart and soul" of the Mission.

In the second half of HOT Topics Pittman talks about a new venture which opened October 24, White Harvest 
Farms. This is a 15 1/2 acre farm and farmers market along with an educational center. It's located at 4850 



Moncrief. Pittman says this area is significant because it's a food desert.  The mission was founded by Clara and 
Eartha White.  There's a museum in their honor at the Clara White Mission location in Lavilla.

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate: Sunday, November 16  (Repeat of August 3rd)
Topic:  Ex-offenders and jobs
Guest:  Dr. Michael Hallet
Duration:  24 minutes

This morning’s edition of HOT Topics is about ex-offenders finding work.  Julie Morgan is joined by 
University of North Florida criminology professor Dr. Michael Hallet.    Dr. Hallet says being around someone 
who has a felony conviction might lead people to be fearful of being victimized.  Statistics show 70 percent of 
offenders are rearrested after leaving prison within 3 years and more than 50 percent are incarcerated again 
within 5 years.  He says this largely due to the lack of opportunities.  Dr. Hallet says having a job reduces re-
incarceration by at least 20 percent.  He also says at least 10 percent of ex-offenders are homeless.  He 
highlights the fact that providing things like employment and housing adds value not only to the ex-offender but 
also to the community.  Dr. Hallet mentions two organizations that offer assistance to former offenders 
including Operation New Hope as well as Prisoners for Christ.

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate: Sunday, November 23rd 
Topic:  HandsOn Jacksonville
Guests:  Judy Smith, Heather Julin-Pitman
Duration:  28 minutes

This morning’s edition of HOT Topics is about Hands On Jacksonville. Julie Morgan is joined by President and 
CEO Judy Smith. Smith says Hands On Jacksonville started as Volunteer Jacksonville. The organization started 
as a clearing house between volunteers and organizations. She says later they become not only a knowledge 
leader but a resource center and a volunteer center. Hands On Jacksonville was birthed in the 1960’s.

In the second half of HOT Topics Julie is also joined by Heather Julin-Pitman a board member with Hands On 
Jacksonville. Julin-Pitman talks about the history of “A Visit from St. Nicholas”. She says this has been a big 
part of their organization since 2003. So far more than 86,000 students from Title 1 elementary schools have 
been served. Unsuspecting students from 8 schools will get backpacks with books and toys. The backpacks are 
$25 and you can help by going to handsonjacksonville.org.

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate: Sunday, November 30th (repeat of November 9th)
Topic:  JTA
Guest:  Nathaniel Ford
Duration: 28 minutes

This week's edition of HOT Topics is focused on the Route Optimization Initiative at the Jacksonville 
Transportation Authority.  Julie Morgan is joined by JTA CEO Nathaniel Ford.  Ford says ROI offers riders 
choices. He says the service will be quicker, with expanded hours and  more frequency.  Ford says it means 
better accessibility to different jobs and medical care.  Shen asked why such a robust change was necessary he 
said it's because their customers deserve more and they deserve better. 

In the second half of HOT Topics the ROI conversation continues.  Ford talks about a smartphone app that will 
give real-time passenger information.  He says operators and other JTA employees are being trained for these 

http://www.handsonjacksonville.org/HOC__Affiliate_Home_Page


changes and their training has been a "massive" undertaking.  Outreach Specialists are in the community now 
helping people understand the changes that will take place December 1, 2014.  Ford says the new schedules are 
available now. 

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, December 7
Topic:  JEA cold weather tips
Guest:  Gerri Boyce, JEA spokesperson
Duration: 30 minutes

In the first half of HOT Topics Julie Morgan is joined by Gerri Boyce with JEA.  Today's topic is saving money 
on your utility bill during the colder months.  Boyce says you should set your thermostat to 68 degrees because 
every degree below that costs you an extra 5 percent on your utility bill.  Other options to save money during 
the winter months are to dress appropriately, add a layer of bedding and use a space heater. Boyce also outlines 
some dangers associated with space heaters.

In the second half of HOT Topics the conversation with JEA continues.  Gerri Boyce discusses the change in 
the lawn watering schedule since the time change in early November. She also talks about protecting your 
pipes. One way to protect your pipes is to watch what you put down the drain like oil and milk products.   In 
addition she highlights JEA's Neighbor-to-Neighbor program. It's a way to help those less fortunate keep the 
water running and the juice flowing.

You can learn more about today's topic at JEA.com or at 665-6000.

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan
Airdate:  Sunday, December 21
Topic:  Combat2College
Guest:  Brad Ross
Duration:  23 minutes

In this week’s edition of HOT Topics Julie Morgan is joined by Brad Ross, co-founder of Combat2College.  
Combat2College is non-profit organization that helps veterans transition into getting a higher education after 
serving in the military.  Ross says at times veterans have a hard time handling “life” after serving and 
transitioning to college.  Ross says he’s been in education for more than 16 years.  He says when he and AJ 
Schlegel founded the organization they felt veterans were a non-traditional student they could help.  Ross says 
Combat2College started with a mentoring program and flourished from there.
Ross is not a veteran but he has family that has served in the armed forces.  He says this is a way to give back 
and serve those that serve us.  At this point Combat2College has helped 60 veterans.  Combat2College needs 
help with at least two programs including the Textbook Assistance Program and the Backpack Campaign.

HOT Topics
Host:  Julie Morgan



Airdate: Sunday, December 28 (repeat from Sunday, October 12)
Topic:  Hubbard House
Guest:  Ellen Siler
Duration:  22 minutes

This week's HOT Topics focuses on domestic violence and the services offered by Hubbard House.   Julie 
Morgan is joined by Ellen Siler the CEO of Hubbard House. Siler says Hubbard House helps abuse victims in 
Duval and Baker counties and they help more than 5,000 people a year. They offer services to men, women and 
children. She says most domestic abuse victims are women but it's more difficult for a man to report. 

In the second half of HOT Topics Julie continues her conversation with Siler. She discusses local and national 
statistics.  She also shares a couple of stories about women who have been help thru Hubbard House. One story 
is about a woman in her 60's that had been abused by her husband for years and didn't know any other way of 
living. She was able to get away from her abuser.



Promotional Events

Making Strides Against Breast Cancer: WAPE and WHJX ran PSA’s for the Making Strides Against Break 
Cancer runs and provided free of charge and emcee for events on 10/11 and 10/25 that helped raise awareness 
and funds.  

Heart Walk: All CMG Stations ran PSA’s for the Heart Walk on 11/8 and provided free of charge, on site 
appearances that helped raise awareness and funds for the walk.

River Clean Up: All CMG Stations participated in the second annual St. John’s River cleanup with the St. 
John’s Riverkeeper and America Rivers.  The clean was on 11/15 and we picked up trash for 2 hours.



WHJX PSAs Aired During 4th Quarter, 2014

(:15) Spots
American Heart Assoc Aired 23 times 
Breast Cancer Survivors Aired 3 times 
Josh’s Run Aired 13 times 
United Way Aired 20 times
Veterans Crisis Line Aired 6 times
Wounded Warriors Aired 11 times
Catholic Charities Aired 12 times

(:30) Spots
AHD- Police Athletic League Aired 4 times
American Diabetes Assoc Aired 3 times 
American Heart Assoc Aired 99 times 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters Aired 18 times 
Breast Cancer Awareness Aired 20 times 
Catholic Charities Aired 12 times
Children of Fallen Soliders Aired 3 times 
Childrens Home Society Aired 8 times 
Clara White Mission Aired 46 times 
Daniels Kids Aired 6 times 
Disabled American Veterans Aired 10 times
David Garrard/Toys for Tots Aired 29 times
Div of Emergency Management Aired 86 times
Domestic Abuse Aired 5 times 
Donate USS Adams Museum Aired 11 times 
Foster Care Adoption Aired 12 times 
GRASP Grief Support Aired 20 times 
Hands on Jacksonville Aired 10 times
Jacksonville Business Women’s Center Aired 64 times
JEA Neighbor to Neighbor Aired 44 times
Josh’s Run Aired 14 times 
Child Cancer Ovinte Aired 12 times 
Police Athletic League Aired 85 times
Prevent Child Abuse & Safety Aired 107 times
Promote Florida Aired 84 times
Promote Lodgings & Restaurants Aired 36 times
Florida Army National Guard Aired 90 times 



Sober Living Beach Bash Aired 5 times 
St Augustine Ampitheatre Aired 22 times
Sulzbacher Help Homeless Aired 6 times
The AIDS orphans Uganda Aired 15 times
Marines/Toys for Tots Aired 11 times
Wolfsons Childrens Hospital/Zane Beadles Aired 16 times

(:60) Spots
Promote Florida Aired 85 times
Florida Army National Guard Aired 89 times 


